. Subset #4 IGHV-IGHD-IGHJ clustering within individual patients. Clustering within individual patients highlights the varying extent of intraclonal diversification among subset #4 cases. For example, while P3916 revealed limited diversity and hence demonstrated simple clustering, the clustering formation of P2920 was much more intricate and, owing to the presence of two major clones of similar size, instead bore a constellation-like appearance. Each circle represents an identical IGHV-IGHD-IGHJ rearrangement and the number within each circle indicates how many sequences carried that specific rearrangement. Within each patient cluster, circles of different shades represent sequences from a different time-point.
Supplementary
. Cluster formation when considering amino acids within the same hydropathy class as equals. No major changes to the clustering of the IG Kappa light chains (n=397) were observed when considering amino acids within the same hydropathy class (as defined by IMGT) as equals. Circles are color coded to match the patient name tag and different shades of the same color indicate subclonal sequences from the same patient but from a different time-point. The number of circles appearing for each case is related to the level of intraclonal diversification observed. P0907 is obscured behind P1939 located close to the central cluster. Figure S2 . Cluster formation when considering amino acids within the same hydropathy class as equals. While no major changes to clustering of the IG heavy chains (n=511) were noted, when considering amino acids within the same hydropathy class (as defined by IMGT) as equals, one difference observed involved P3020 which, although remaining as a distinct cluster, now emerged from the cluster produced by patient P0907. Prior to taking physicochemical properties or hydropathy into consideration, this cluster hailed from the central core cluster. Circles are color coded to match the patient name tag and different shades of the same color indicate subclonal sequences from the same patient but from a different time-point. The number of circles appearing for each case is related to the level of intraclonal diversification observed. P0103 is obscured behind P2451. Table S1 . Demographics, clinical, sampling and molecular data for cases included in the present study. 

